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Die Proofs of the Harrison Head
Dummy Stamps Discovered in Files
at the City of Westminster Archives
These records appear not to have been accessed by
philatelists before and contain much useful information

A few streets away from St James's Park
underground station in London will be found
a hidden gem. It is The City of Westminster
Archives Centre, which contains a wealth of
fascinating items, no less so than in the files
held in the Harrison and Sons Collection.

Here is not the place to go into the non-
dummy material; however you can expect to
see not only business records, but also
details of the early days of stamp printing by
the company, such as the number and brand
of perforating machines held. The collection
had been safely deposited before Harrison
was absorbed into De La Rue .

To browse details of material held, click on
or type this link to the contents page of the
Harrison and Sons Collection:
www.calmview.eu/Westminster/CalmView/
TreeBrowse.aspx?db=Catalog&field=RefNo
&key=1272%2F1%2F4%2F5

Your compiler consulted hundreds of pages
of information, and with much of it being of

interest, was constantly diverted from the
task of searching for dummy stamps.
However, letters from a Thomas Macdonald,
owner of the City of London Engraving
Bureau, looked interesting. There were also
items held to the back of the letters by paper
clips and upon examination they proved not
to be simply postage stamp proofs (which
would have been great to see), but actual die
proofs of dummy stamps.

The eight pages contained within this special
edition of Dummy Stamps illustrates the two
letters and each of the die proofs found.

An initial observation is that H&S out-
sourced its die production (for dummy
stamps, at least) to Thomas Macdonald,
rather than undertaking the work in-house.
Little has been found about the Engraving
Bureau on the Internet and it begs the
question as to what happened to their
archives when it ceased to exist.

Its headed notepaper includes the tantalising
statement: "...Postage stamps and guarantee
labels engraved and duplicated, facilitating
large quantities being quickly and
economically printed direct by steel plates".
_________________________
Scale: Imagery in this document is invariably not to the same scale. 

Source of Material: The letters and die proofs are contained in the CWAC
file entitled 'Harrison & Sons Ltd. File No. 2'. Finding Number: 1272/121.
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Sincere thanks are offered to the helpful staff of the City of Westminster Archives Centre in London
(www.westminster.gov.uk/services/libraries/archives) for supplying the Harrison and Sons Collection files

for examination and for granting permission for photography and subsequent reproduction within these pages.
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"Gentlemen, Herewith I send you a proof of your die after the alterations to the lettering. It has been a very difficult alteration to
make without injury to the die, but now it is done you will notice the words are stronger than the first time and it shows the letters
well, while the solid portion is reduced in effect. The die will be hardened with our next die hardening in a few days and sent on to
you. Yours very truly, Thomas Macdonald." (Three die proofs were attached to rear of letter by paper-clip.)
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Letter from Thomas Macdonald to Harrison & Sons
dated 19 April 1912.
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Original proof with small, thin lettering for the word
'Printers', etc.
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Interim proof between original and altered.
Area around lettering not completed.
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Altered proof with larger wording of 'Printers', etc.
Eye not as Harrison wanted.



"Gentlemen, I have at once carefully touched the eye as desired by you today, and now believe the effect is
much softer so I send another proof. The die will be hardened without delay. Your truly, Thomas Macdonald."
(One die proof was attached to rear of letter by paper-clip. It was placed onto the letter prior to photographing.)
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Letter from Thomas Macdonald to Harrison & Sons
dated 22 April 1912.
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The final proof, as used for the issued dummy stamp,
with the eye 'softer', as requested by Harrison.

(The scratches in the cartouche are presumably caused by the paper-clip. They are not a die fault.)



The items shown below are cut-outs from the complete items depicted on the preceding pages to enable direct
side-by-side comparisons to be made between each stage of the development of the dummy stamp die.
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Interim proof between original and altered.
Area around lettering not completed.

Original proof with small, thin lettering
for the word 'Printers', etc.

Altered proof with larger wording of 'Printers',
etc. Eye not as H&S wanted. Bottom rule weak.

The final proof pull, as used for the issued
dummy stamp, with the eye 'softer', as

requested by Harrison and Sons.

(The scratches seen above in the cartouche
area were presumably caused by the

paper-clip.  It is not a die fault.)

An issued dummy stamp printed by letter-
press. The paper used did not give such a

crisp impression as that used for the proofs.

In any event, the dummy stamp was soon
withdrawn at the request of the GPO for
too closely resembling a postage stamp.

Summary of the die proofs and a comparison
with the issued dummy stamp.

Much later, a photogravure version of the
same design was produced, which used a
coated paper enabling the design to be

seen at its best at last.

The GPO appears not to have objected to
this second version, or never saw one!


